On page 1 of the printed A-engrossed bill, line 7, delete “26” and insert “31”.
In line 12, delete “22” and insert “27”.
Delete lines 15 through 20.
On page 2, delete lines 1 through 11 and insert:

"(B) Twenty-one members as follows:
"(i) One representative of the automotive industry;
"(ii) One representative of the cybersecurity industry;
"(iii) One representative of law enforcement;
"(iv) One representative of transportation network companies;
"(v) One representative of the autonomous vehicle technology industry;
"(vi) One representative of the automotive insurance industry;
"(vii) One representative of trial lawyers;
"(viii) One representative of workers’ unions;
"(ix) Two representatives of transportation unions;
"(x) One representative of the Association of Oregon Counties;
"(xi) One representative of the League of Oregon Cities;
"(xii) One representative of the American Automobile Association;
"(xiii) One representative of the Oregon Trucking Associations;
"(xiv) One representative of the taxicab industry;
"(xv) One representative of a metropolitan planning organization;
"(xvi) One representative of the Oregon Transit Association;
"(xvii) One representative of a nonprofit entity;
"(xviii) One representative of the commercial truck manufacturing industry;
"(xix) One representative of consumer protection advocates; and
"(xx) One representative of a public university.”.